
Year 9 PE AUTUMN 2  -  Can I develop my knowledge of Basketball  and become the next 
national superstar in this sport?

KEY VOCABULARY 

Lay up  

A lay up is a shot near 
the basket, usually off 
the backboard. Layups 
are worth two points.

Paint

In basketball the paint is 
also called the key or 
free throw lane. This is 
the rectangular lane 
underneath the hoop on 
a basketball court 

Air ball Is a shot that completely 
misses the rim and 
backboard.

Point 
guard 

Is usually the teams best 
dribbler and passer. This 
player runs the offense 
for their team.

SKILLS and TACTICS 

Defensive Rebound: 
A defensive rebound is in which the 
defending team gains possession 
after the rebound.

Offensive rebound:
An offensive rebound is when the 
ball is recovered by the offensive 
team and the ball does not change 
possession to the other team. 

Fast break tactic: 
Fast break is an offensive strategy in 
Basketball where a team attempts to 
move the ball up court and into 
scoring position as quickly as 
possible, so that the defense is 
outnumbered and does not have 
time to set up. 

HEALTH and FITNESS
The 3 phases (parts) of a warm up:

1. Pulse Raiser
- Jogging to increase heart rate

2. Stretching (Dynamic/Static)
- Increasing muscle temperature and 

flexibility
3. Skill-Related Drills 

- Develops focus and movement patterns 
linked to the game  

RULES and REGULATIONS 
Backcourt violation
Team can commit  violations by taking too 
long by dribbling or passing into the back 
court after they cross the mid court.
Three seconds rule in the paint 
Defenders must leave the paint after three 
seconds. Once a player steps out the paint 
they can return. If a player hovers n the 
paint for over 3 seconds, the team will 
receive a violation.
Shot clock
Teams have a limited amount of time to 
shoot the ball during a given possession. 
Teams are allowed 24 seconds of 
possession before they have to shoot.

OBSERVATION and ANALYSIS 
Using the below sentence stems, give a peer feedback on a skill they practiced during the lesson

 SENTENCE STEMS 
WWW feedback: “Say” I like the way… EBI feedback: “Say” I think you could try...

FACT
In the early 
1900 
Basketball was 
played with a 
soccer ball.
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Week Homework Task Complete?

1 Create 5 exam questions on the knowledge organiser and ask a 
peer to answer them.

2 Create flashcards for the key words.
Keep the cards as these words will support your vocabulary 

3 Create your own drills including the layup in Basketball. Be ready 
to tell your teams /peers how a layup can be used offensively and 
defensively. 

4 Draw and label the markings of a Basketball court

WORD OF THE WEEK:  Zonal defence 

Zonal defence is a defensive formation in which a coach assigns 
each player to cover a specific area of the court. The defender will 
only start to guard an opponent when the opponent enter the 
defenders designated zone. 


